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Since 1984, Fairmont Designs has been manufacturing and delivering stylish furnishings of 
exceptional design to the residential furniture, bath furniture and hotel industries worldwide. 
 

 With our proven track record of professional expertise in offshore manufacturing and 
international marketing, Fairmont Designs is the source for bath furniture.  
And here’s why: 

 Within the US Fairmont maintains over 450,000 sq. feet of warehousing space in 
Buena Park, CA and Southaven, MS. 

 Our talented international design team is working diligently to keep our line 
innovative, stylish and fashion forward. 

 Our most valuable asset are our 3500 dedicated associates who have built, and 
continue to improve upon, the Fairmont Designs legacy. 

 We measure our achievement based on fulfilling our commitment to the 
environmental well-being. We practice the three Ps: People, Process and 
Product to safeguard our environment in our business activities. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Products are available in decorative plumbing showrooms nationwide, with distribution out of 
Southern California and Mississippi, warehouses. 
 
 
 
 
 
K/BIS 2017  
Fairmont Designs continues to celebrate their success by continually debuting new collections, 
styles and finishes. 
Oasis is a luxurious vision and Homestead is a new take on the familiar. 
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Oasis - Sand Pebble NEW INTRODUCTION

Oasis - Sand Pebble NEW INTRODUCTION

It’s not just a vanity. It’s a luxurious vision. The Oasis design indulges the senses with 
straightforward lines gentled by a neutral, Sand Pebble finish that highlights the natural beauty of 
the richly figured acacia veneers. Pewter hardware adds a special decorative note to this elegantly 
simple, spa-inspired style. 



NEW INTRODUCTION

Acacia - Organic Brown

Homestead - Windswept Pine

The Acacia vanity showcases solid acacia wood—with handsome, sophisticated results. The 
straightforward design highlights the innate beauty of this valuable wood for an elegantly rustic, yet 
luxuriously smart look. No hardware is needed, for the drawers employ a unique wrap-around 
construction that allows for easy opening. This design proves that casual can also be very chic.

The form is familiar, but the approach is new. The Homestead vanity combines classic lines with a 
warm, Windswept Pine finish. A fresh, country look with an earthy vibe. Decorative, dark 
escutcheon-like details add definition to the pewter knobs. Never losing its classical foothold, the 
design steps into the present with a new, country chic attitude.

NEW WALL MOUNT VERSION



The Charlottesville vanity offers the size you need in a style that’s just right.  Simple lines and 
distinctive base moldings give the designs a transitional edge. Cabinets are available in Light Gray 
or Vintage Black, with doors and drawer fronts veneered in straight grained white oak. Decorative 
nickel finished hardware and nickel finished metal strips on lower edge of drawers spark the units.

NEW CONFIGURATIONCharlotttesville - Light Gray

Charlotttesville - Vintage Black NEW CONFIGURATION



Toledo blends a clean-lined profile with machine age details in a modern approach to bath décor. 
Decorative “rivets” on cabinet and mirror provide a chic, cutting edge industrial look.  Highlighting 
the innate beauty of the wood is a sand blasted Driftwood Gray finish, perfectly complemented by 
Charcoal finished metal framework and antique brass finished hardware.

A little bit cottage. A little bit coastal. And a whole lot wonderful. That’s the Crosswinds vanity. 
Beadboard styling on door fronts and sides impart a vintage look, while turned and tapered legs 
enhance the heirloom charm. Adding punch to the picture is pewter-finished hardware set on the 
white surface. A variety of sizes, fitted with single or double sinks, allows for flexibility. What a 
relaxed approach to traditional styling. 

Toledo - Driftwood Gray NEW SIZE

Crosswinds - White NEW FINISH
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